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We think that when one thing ends
another begins right away.
No: between the two, it’s chaos.
—Marguerite Duras

On Meeting Monsieur de La
Fontaine

Go to Paris, unmake the original mistake.
When it tried to drop me off at my parents’
place in Romania, the stork was probably turned
away, recipient unknown.
It could have taken me back, or made a detour.
But the stork had no imagination, or it didn’t
speak the language, and was exhausted to boot.
Beckon other fairies to the cradle. Choose another language to cast the spell, not your childhood language.
There were years of dreaming and reading,
about Paris, a bit about France, war films, or rather, romanticized films about war. Jacquard, the
Lumière brothers, Bernard Palissy, Marie Curie,
Blériot, Pasteur. For centuries, the French were
the people who knew things—about God and
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cathedrals, about fabric, about marrying up (and
down), about ships, laws, about art, about memory. And they’ve got that striking idiomatic flair.
Behind closed, impenetrable borders, I put on
a show of my own.
The only time I was able to get out of the
country was when I was nineteen, on the Romanian–Soviet Friendship Train. I told myself it was
to prepare to leave for the West one day.
When I got off the train at the station in Moscow, my yearning for all things foreign was dealt
a harsh blow: we were greeted with flags, a red
carpet, and a brass band playing the Internationale.
Now, years later, I’m in France at last, the
Parisian sky etched by the plane trees. As I turn
onto a street toward the museum, another miracle; standing before me is none other than Jean
de La Fontaine.
I curtsy low before him but he stays cold as
stone, or bronze, actually, him and his fox, a
book tucked under his arm, and the crow with
the cheese. This is in the square du Ranelagh, in
the 16e arrondissement.
I glance at the Sorbonne, where I’ll never
study. The facade is being renovated. Students in
the street speak freely, in Romanian, even. This is
the age of Erasmus.
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I’ve arrived too late.
In a small local bookstore, I buy some ink and
a notebook. Next door there’s another bookstore,
solely philosophical, lost in thought.
In the evening, we sip a Beaujolais nouveau on
a terrasse, with braseros warming our calves. Very
chic, very much of the West.
Perhaps I’m not too late after all. After all,
there is a nouveau vintage every year.
The blood of France sings in my veins.
By the Eiffel Tower, Roma hawkers want to
sell me knick-knacks. Their baubles of the tower
cost three euros more than the same souvenirs in
the official gift shop. We are far past autofiction.
Even the Romani got here before me.
At the top of the tower, a glass of champagne.
Love. It’s such a cliché, as long as you don’t take
into account the actual lovers. Snapshot: a moment of eternity.
In the Eiffel Tower bathrooms there’s a dame
pipi, a toilet attendant like in old black and white
films. She’s knitting. I’m obviously not as late as
I thought.
The rooftops are crowded with a terracotta
army of Parisian chimneys.
I walk around aimlessly. I’m in Paris! The sidewalks are Parisian sidewalks. The fragrant Octo3
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ber air takes me in its arms.
There are no book stalls along the banks of the
Seine. The Seine is lucky, she has no worries. Prévert,
old man, you’re old news.
I’m in Paris and I’m breathing in l’air du temps.
I am here now and my heart is overwhelmed, my
heart is a wrought-iron balcony.
At the Ambassade d’Auvergne, we splurge on
foie gras and aligot, quince brandy. I’m catching
up.
I am thinking of the bronze gentleman and his
fables; there’s nothing to be gained by running if
you don’t start at the right time.
Coming out of the Odéon metro station, my
gaze lands directly on Danton’s genteel, expressive anatomy. The words on the statue’s pedestal
will resound forever: After bread, education is the
first need of the people.
And so I leave behind the splendour of France
as my journey, too short, ends.
On the plane, as I return to my slice of France
in America, I promise myself that I will come
back soon, for the plane trees, for the terracotta
chimneys. The Paris sky.
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